Kyocera Data
Security Kit
The safety equipment
for your data.

Today’s privacy and confidentiality requirements for corporate and government entities demand security
as part of their overall business strategy. Protecting the data that is printed, scanned, copied, or
stored – all part of the day-to-day operations and workflow every company experiences – is essential.
Performing any of these vital tasks can leave a latent imprint of sensitive data on a system’s hard disk
drive; and, protecting the confidentiality of this data from unwanted intrusion and access is a challenge
that must be met.
Protect your company’s confidential documents, information, and assets with Kyocera’s optional and
standard Data Security Kits for select MFPs and Printers.
Features & Specifications
Kyocera’s Data Security Kit is simple to implement, easy to use, and highly reliable, providing a
consistent and effective deterrent from unauthorized access and activity.
+ Optional kits for MFPs and Printers
+ 1x, 3x, or up to 7x data overwrite method1
+ Overwriting is executed automatically
+ AES 256 bit encryption
+ Password protected for administrators
Note: Installation of any Data Security Kit eliminates ‘Repeat Copy’ functions.

Common Criteria Validated EAL2*2
Data Security Kit (E) Software
EAL2 Conformance & Validation*2
Data Security Kit (E) has been
Common Criteria ISO 15408 Certified.2

* The validation for information security that these products have earned indicates that it conforms to the assurance requirements as a result of evaluations based on specific
evaluation criteria and evaluation standards.
1. Availability varies by model.
2. Certification and Validation obtained for TASKalfa/CS A3 MFPs and TASKalfa/CS 508ci, 408ci and 358ci A4 MFPs.
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Highlights
+ Simple, reliable option to protect confidential information
+ Provides data overwrite technology (up to 7 times) on HD and RAM
+ The process of deletion and overwriting is executed Automatically
+ Applies 256 bit AES encryption on HD and RAM memory
+ Password protected for administrators
+ Protects company information and assets at device level
+ Common Criteria Certification (ISO 15408)2* for the entire MFP
+ EAL2 Level Conformance and Validation2
+ U.S. DoD 5220.22-M-ECE sanitization method
Common Criteria ISO/IEC 15408/IEEE 2600.1 certified2
IEEE 2600™ - standard for information technology:
Hardcopy devices (HCDs) and system security
+
+
+
+
+
+

Describes hardcopy devices
Defines four typical operational environments of HCDs
Describes security threats for each operating environment
Recommends mitigation approaches for those threats
Specifies mandatory security objectives for compliance
Includes an appendix of best practices

* The validation for information security that these products have earned indicates that it conforms to the assurance requirements as a result of evaluations based on specific
evaluation criteria and evaluation standards.
2. Certification and Validation obtained for TASKalfa/CS A3 MFPs and TASKalfa/CS 508ci, 408ci and 358ci A4 MFPs.

Data Security Kit (E) Compatible Models

* The Data Security Kit (E) is standard on these models.

A3 Color MFPs

A3 B&W MFPs

A4 Color MFPs

A4 B&W MFPs

Printers (Color)

Printers (B&W)

Production Print

TASKalfa/CS 8353ci*

TASKalfa/CS 9003i*

TASKalfa/CS 508ci*

ECOSYS M3860idnf*

ECOSYS P8060cdn

ECOSYS FS-9530DN

TASKalfa Pro 15000c

TASKalfa/CS 7353ci*

TASKalfa/CS 8003i*

TASKalfa/CS 408ci*

ECOSYS M3860idn*

ECOSYS P7240cdn

ECOSYS P3260dn

TASKalfa/CS 6053ci*

TASKalfa/CS 7003i*

TASKalfa/CS 358ci*

ECOSYS M3655idn

ECOSYS P6235cdn

ECOSYS P3155dn

TASKalfa/CS 5053ci*

TASKalfa/CS 6003i*

TASKalfa/CS 308ci

ECOSYS M3645idn

ECOSYS P6230cdn

ECOSYS P3150dn

TASKalfa/CS 4053ci*

TASKalfa/CS 5003i*

ECOSYS M6635cidn

ECOSYS M3145idn

TASKalfa/CS 3553ci*

TASKalfa/CS 4003i*

ECOSYS M6630cidn

TASKalfa/CS 3253ci*

TASKalfa/CS 4012i

ECOSYS M6235cidn

TASKalfa/CS 2553ci*

TASKalfa/CS 3212i

ECOSYS M8130cidn

ECOSYS M4132idn

ECOSYS M8124cidn

ECOSYS M4125idn

ECOSYS P3145dn

Disclaimer
Specifications and design are subject to change without notice.
This document is provided for information purposes only. Kyocera does not warrant or guarantee that the
customer’s Kyocera MFPs or printers have been equipped or have the proper security or specifications for
their needs or requirements. Supported security functions or specifications vary and may require optional
equipment. For more information, please refer to the catalogs or user manuals for the detailed features of
each product.
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